ABOUT LIFE FITNESS ACADEMY
Life Fitness Academy is the global training and education arm of Life Fitness, focused on education materials
for customers, fitness professionals and exercisers worldwide. Life Fitness Academy brings a diverse level
of expertise on a variety of fitness subjects, and provides hands-on equipment instruction and education
materials, fitness articles and white papers on a range of topics, fitness videos and valuable contributions to
product designs and improvements.
Life Fitness Academy also includes training for ICG® indoor cycling products. Our ICG Master Trainers pride
themselves on creating and delivering the highest quality training courses to ensure maximum impact.

GLOBALLY RECOGNISED COURSES
With some of the top trainers in the country, Life Fitness Academy currently provides a wide range of training
workshops and courses, designed for fitness instructors, personal trainers, studio instructors and fitness
managers. Our expert educators provide knowledge and understanding of the equipment, how to achieve
the best results and create the most memorable workout experiences.
Our courses are accredited by a mix of globally recognised authorities including the American Council
on Exercise (ACE), the National Academy of Sports Medicine (NASM) and the National Strength and
Conditioning Association (NSCA). In the UK, the courses are accredited by both CIMSPA and REPs endorsed
by PD:Approval. These well-known accreditations offer the necessary career development points needed to
maintain a fitness professional’s rating and continued professional education development.

LIFE FITNESS MASTER TRAINERS
KEITH SMITH
Keith has worked in the fitness industry for more than 20 years. He is a highly skilled
educationalist with extensive experience in course delivery, providing education
all over the world to equip fitness professionals with the knowledge, skills and
confidence to be successful in the fitness industry. Contributing to the design of
the CPD courses and workshops that the LFA deliver globally, Keith is passionate
about creating positive, comfortable learning environments, that allow the individual
learner to develop to their full potential. Keith has vast experience at designing
bespoke educational interventions for general and specialised populations.
PHIL CALVERT
Phil has more than 25 years of experience in the sports and fitness industry.
Alongside his role as a Life Fitness Academy Master Trainer, Phil runs a successful
personal training company, Fitness & Wellbeing Training Ltd. He is a TPI expert and
specialises in sports-specific power, flexibility, strength and endurance training.
Along with certifications for lower back pain management, nutrition and weight loss,
he holds certifications in advanced personal training and gym management. His
knowledge, understanding and passion of the industry offers an motivating learning
experience for those he teaches.
PAUL RUSSELL
Paul has been with the Life Fitness Academy since 2014 and is a highly motivated
educator, keen to embrace new thinking, approaches and techniques and to create
inclusive learning experiences that will have a positive and long lasting impact.
He is the founder of The Fit Box, which was one of the UK’s first small group
and personal training clubs. As a Life Fitness Academy expert educator, Paul is
responsible for developing bespoke fitness education and training solutions. Paul’s
expertise is shown with his knowledgeable, flexible and professional training style –
providing education to suit the requirements of the facility and individuals.
ANDY PHILLIPS
With 16 years’ experience as a trainer in the fitness industry, Andy has worked in
various aspects of training from running outdoor group training to Personal Training
studios and large chain gyms. Andy has presented around the world sharing his
knowledge and passion for training and fitness. With a passion for the industry and
what he does, Andy helps his clients achieve structure and success. His engaging
and professional training process ensures clients gain an understanding and
knowledge to improve their own skills. His expertise lies in Olympic weightlifting
and strength training for endurance athletes.

TEAM ICG MASTER TRAINERS
ANOUSHKA MOORE
Anoushka has over 10 years’ experience in indoor cycling, weightlifting and
kettlebell training. Her love of group fitness and team training is reflected in her
position as presenter, programme creator and master trainer across several leading
fitness brands. Anoushka’s innovative use of music and exercise programming
ensures that you leave feeling motivated and uplifted.
DOYLE ARMSTRONG
Doyle has worked in fitness for over 20 years and has been an ICG Master Trainer
for ICG since 2005. Before specialising in indoor cycling, Doyle’s background was
in operational fitness and competitive martial arts at an international level. He is
approachable, knowledgeable, passionate and well-respected as a trainer and
educator. Doyle has taught internationally and has engaged large audiences of
riders with a precisely planned blend of music, visuals and creativity.
LEAH BURCOMBE
Leah has spent the last six years working in the fitness industry after graduating from
university. While indoor cycling is her main passion, she is also writing a fitness and
lifestyle book. Her working life has been dedicated to fitness, from management
roles with various operators to personal training. Leah’s music choices are often
evocative and her calm, clear and persuasive coaching style reflects this.
OLLIE RITCH
Ollie has spent more eight years in the fitness industry, starting out as a fitness
consultant and personal trainer. With sport and fitness being his main hobby and
passion, he has completed various challenges including an Ironman triathlon.
Known for his excellent people skills and vibrant personality, Ollie loves to teach and
inspire others to reach their potential. Ollie brings plenty of expertise, energy and
beautiful music to light up the room.
OWAIN HICKS
Owain began his journey in health and fitness in 2010 and, with a passion for group
exercise, has coached indoor cycling and other disciplines ever since. He has a
passion for supporting trainers to create unique experiences to encourage existing
and new participants to experience the power of indoor cycling. In addition, Owain
has also worked as a General Manager within the industry and is a qualified football
referee, officiating at the highest tier of domestic football in Wales.
ROSS PHILIPSON
Ross has worked in operational fitness for 25 years and has a wide spectrum of
sporting competition experience from swimming to basketball. Graduating with a
Sports Science degree, Ross fell in love with indoor cycling and combines music and
visualisation in his classes with a natural, infectious enthusiasm to inspire
people to ride. Ross is recognised for his expertise in delivering flowing rides using
music and video.
STACEY WAITE
Stacey has over 25 years of teaching experience in the group fitness industry,
specialising in indoor cycling as well as kettlebells and pilates. She is a presenter
and trainer at international fitness conventions and presents on commercial fitness
DVDs, regular educational and instructional DVDs. Stacey is also a programme
designer for Kettlercise UK, responsible for Combat-MX and Kettlercise release
programming and design.
ZAHRA SEFIANI
Zahra has been involved in the fitness industry since 2007 and found her love for
indoor cycling whilst studying sports science at university. She believes in bringing
passion and fun to her training so that her love for the ICG products can be passed
onto everyone she trains and educates. Working as a Group Exercise Manager and
Personal Trainer, she motivates members to help them reach their fitness goals.

Life Fitness and Hammer Strength is committed to product
development, continuous innovation and fostering successful
partnerships with our customers. Through the Life Fitness
Academy, we are dedicated to developing and offering
cutting edge and engaging education through an exceptional
global network of trainers who wrap an experience around
each product.

GENERAL PRODUCT TRAINING

COURSE DURATION
7 HOURS

COURSE AIMS
To equip the learner with an understanding of the
range of Life Fitness, Cybex and Hammer Strength
products within the facility.

COURSE OUTCOMES
By the end of the course the learner will be able to:
•
•
•
•

 ist the benefits of the Life Fitness, Cybex and
L
Hammer Strength equipment for a wide range
of client groups
Identify safe and effective exercise techniques
on Life Fitness, Cybex and Hammer Strength
Equipment
Identify the range of features, benefits and
workouts within Life Fitness, Cybex and Hammer
Strength equipment
Identify progressions and regressions for the
range of Life Fitness, Cybex and Hammer
Strength equipment within the facility

INTRODUCTION TO SYNRGY360

COURSE DURATION
8.5 HOURS

COURSE AIMS
To equip the learner with the knowledge, skills and
confidence to utilise different exercises associated
with the Life Fitness SYNRGY360 system.
NOTE: This is not a small group training course. This is about
the exercises that can be performed using a SYNRGY360 unit.

COURSE OUTCOMES
By the end of the course the learner will be able
to:
•
•
•
•
•

Identify the different SYNRGY360 exercises
Demonstrate safe and effective exercise
techniques
Teach a range of SYNRGY360 exercises (1-to-1)
State SYNRGY360 exercise progression and
regressions
Recognise the benefits of small group training
using a SYNRGY360 system

INTRODUCTION TO SYNRGY BLUESKY

COURSE DURATION
8 HOURS

COURSE AIMS
To equip the learner with the knowledge, skills and
confidence to utilise Life Fitness SYNRGY BlueSky
system with different member groups, in both one-onone and group situations.

COURSE OUTCOMES
By the end of the course the learner will be
able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Define the SYNRGY BlueSky journey
List the benefits of SYNRGY BlueSky for
different member groups
State correct setup, posture and teaching
points for basic exercises
State different training approaches that
could be used effectively with a SYRNGY
BlueSky unit
Recognise effective progressions and
regressions for SYNRGY BlueSky exercises
Demonstrate effective group teaching skills
using the SYNRGY BlueSky system

This course would be suitable for those
who are new to outdoor training, teaching
groups, or just want an overview of the
possibilities when using SYNRGY BlueSky

CREATING SMALL GROUP TRAINING EXPERIENCES

COURSE DURATION
8.5 HOURS

COURSE AIMS
To equip the learners with the knowledge, skills/
behaviours, and confidence required to deliver safe,
effective and engaging Small Group Training (SGT)
sessions, utilising Life Fitness SGT equipment.

COURSE OUTCOMES
By the end of the course the learner will be able
to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Define SGT and the benefits to the member
Recognise safe and effective session structure
for a SGT session
Identify and demonstrate the teaching skills
required to deliver a safe, effective and
enjoyable SGT session
Recognise the factors that contribute to
delivering an effective SGT experience
Identify the importance of progressions and
regressions within a SGT session
State the importance of screening members
fully before participating in higher intensity
sessions

LIFE FITNESS BESPOKE EDUCATION

Life Fitness recognises that not all businesses are the same,
with ever-growing competition and a continuously evolving
industry, we understand that sometimes facilities and staff need
something a little different.
Life Fitness Academy can bespoke all courses to suit your facility
or create unique content for your staff to help support your
fitness offering, increase staff/member interaction and enhance
the member journey across the facility.
Life Fitness Academy can offer, but are not limited to, the
following courses:
• Small Group Training workshops
• Product programming
• Life Fitness Academy Bootcamp (outdoors)
• Adapting Exercise for Independent Older Adults
• Differentiating your PT business
• Life Fitness Academy ‘Run Club’
• Interval Training Workshop
• Creating the Experiences that Make the Difference
Each Life Fitness Academy Bespoke Training
Course will be written and created as part of a
consultative partnership. You will be provided
with a dedicated Life Fitness Academy contact
and Life Fitness Academy Master Trainer who
will work closely with you to make sure you get
the most out of every training experience. The
Life Fitness Academy team will write and create
all course content, and also be responsible for
managing the training programming from start
to finish.
Life Fitness Academy Bespoke Training
Courses will be uniquely created with
the learner in mind, ensuring the
learners leave with the knowledge,
skills and confidence required to
deliver safe, effective and most
importantly, enjoyable sessions to your
facility members.
Please speak to your Life Fitness
representative to discuss Life
Fitness Academy Bespoke Training
further.

HAMMER STRENGTH HD ELITE / HD ATHLETIC DAY ONE

COURSE DURATION
8 HOURS

COURSE AIMS
To equip the learner with the knowledge, skills and
confidence to utilise Hammer Strength HD Elite and HD
Athletic equipment safely and effectively.
This day is for personal trainers and instructors, and is an
introduction to correct lifting.
The day will include information on:
• Front/Back Squats
• Press, Push Press and variations
• Deadlift and variations
• Bent Over-Row

COURSE OUTCOMES
By the end of the course the learner will be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

State the key setup, posture and teaching points
for each lift (safety)
Practice the stated lifts
Demonstrate the correct technique of the
stated lifts (safety)
State the factors that would affect exerciser
safety
Teach the stated lifts to others
Demonstrate how to praise and correct
performance while maintaining exerciser
confidence
Recognise progression and
regression for each of the stated lifts

HAMMER STRENGTH HD ELITE / HD ATHLETIC DAY TWO

COURSE DURATION
7 HOURS

COURSE AIMS
To equip the learner with the knowledge, skills and
confidence to understand Hammer Strength HD Elite / HD
Athletic customisation and accessories, and to investigate
programing principles.

COURSE OUTCOMES
By the end of the course the learner will be able to:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

State the key customisations / accessories that
accompany HD Elite / HD Athletic equipment
List the different client groups that would benefit
from the customisations / accessories that
accompany HD Elite / HD Athletic equipment
Practice using the customisations / accessories
that accompany HD Elite / HD Athletic
equipment
State key programming principles
Demonstrate the correct technique when
using the customisations / accessories that
accompany HD Elite / HD Athletic equipment
State the factors that would affect exerciser
safety when using the customisations /
accessories that accompany HD Elite / HD
Athletic equipment
Demonstrate how to praise and correct
performance while maintaining exerciser
confidence
Recognise progression and regression
for each of the accessories

Cybex has earned a reputation for creating premium, high
performance cardio and strength equipment. And we
maintain the same high standards when it comes to creating
and delivering advanced education and accredited training
courses to fitness professionals around the world. The Cybex
Research Institute investigates both existing products and
future concepts to ensure designs are scientifically optimised
for the best fitness results and educates the public and
trainers on the safe and effective use of Cybex machines.

EXPLORING THE BENEFITS OF CYBEX CARDIO

COURSE DURATION
8 HOURS

COURSE AIMS
Did you know your cardio equipment can do more than
just help your members burn calories? They can use it for
strength and power training too.
This one day workshop will provide you with the
knowledge and perspective of how and why Cybex
cardio machines are made the way they are and how to
utilise some of their unique workouts to amp up your
client’s sessions.
We guarantee you will leave this session with new ideas
and exercise options, for you and your members.

COURSE OUTCOMES
By the end of the course the learner will be able
to:
•
•
•

Identify the benefits of Cybex cardio
equipment
Utilise, to great effect, the unique workouts
Coach a range of affordances with
progressions and regressions

INVESTIGATING THE VERSATILITY OF CYBEX SELECTORISED EQUIPMENT

COURSE DURATION
8.5 HOURS

COURSE AIMS
Have you ever wondered if there is more to selectorised
than just your standard machine guided movements? The
truth is that there’s a great deal more.
This one day workshop will provide you with the
knowledge and perspective of how and why Cybex
selectorised machines are made the way they are and how
to utilise their adaptations and variations to determine
your own ‘affordances’.
We guarantee you will not only leave the day with a list of
new exercise options, but more importantly the skills and
ability to determine how to manipulate the adaptations
and variations to create appropriate and effective
exercises for your clients.

COURSE OUTCOMES
By the end of the course the learner will be
able to:
•
•
•
•

Identify the benefits of strength training on
selectorised equipment
Demonstrate safe and effective exercise
technique on the equipment
Determine their own affordances on any
piece of Cybex equipment
Coach a range of affordances with
progressions and regressions

CREATIVE CABLES

COURSE DURATION
8 HOURS

COURSE AIMS
Cable workouts are often used by personal trainers.
Understanding how cable training differs from other
resistance training methods, and to what extent cablebased exercises influence training outcomes, is not always
clear.
In this workshop, a variety of exercises will be analysed at
an introductory biomechanical level, in order to determine
which muscles are impacted by specific cable movements.
Creative cables empower personal trainers to create,
modify, and adapt cable-based exercises to meet their
diverse client needs and exercise goals.
The course aims to provide the learner the knowledge,
skills and confidence to utilise the benefits associated
with cable training.

COURSE OUTCOMES
By the end of the course the learner will
be able to:
•
•

•

Understand cable systems and how
cable training differs from other
resistance training methods
Understand how cable exercises can
be modified to match the needs of
individuals, including manipulating the
resistance profile
Perform a variety of cable-based
exercises

INTRODUCTION TO PWR PLAY

COURSE DURATION
8.5 HOURS

COURSE AIMS
To equip learners with the knowledge, skills and
confidence to utilise different exercises associated with
the Cybex PWR Play.
Note: This is not a small group training course. This is about
the exercises that can be performed on PWR Play.

COURSE OUTCOMES
By the end of the course the learner will be able
to:
•
•
•
•
•

Identify different Cybex PWR Play exercises
Demonstrate safe and effective technique on a
range of Cybex PWR Play exercises
Teach a range of Cybex PWR Play exercises
(1-to-1)
State Cybex PWR Play exercise progression
and regressions
Recognise the benefits of small group training
using Cybex PWR Play

CREATING SMALL GROUP TRAINING EXPERIENCES

COURSE DURATION
8.5 HOURS

COURSE AIMS
This Small Group Training course focuses on creating
experiences for the member through great instruction
and interaction. This course strengthens and builds on the
foundational knowledge needed to be a successful Small
Group Training instructor and also links those skills to the
member experience while creating a comfortable and
enjoyable training atmosphere that will keep members
coming back.
Consisting of classroom learning and hands on experiences,
this course will prepare the fitness professional to deliver
Small Group Training for a wide range of clients and in a
variety of workout formats.
To equip learners with the knowledge, skills, behaviors
and confidence required to deliver safe, effective and
engaging small group training sessions utilising Cybex
PWR Play.

COURSE OUTCOMES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

B
 y the end of the course the learner will be
able to:
D
 efine small group training (SGT) and the
benefits to the member
R
 ecognise safe and effective session
structure for a SGT session
Identify and demonstrate the teaching
skills required to deliver a safe,
effective and enjoyable SGT session
Recognise the factors that contribute
to delivering an effective SGT
experience
Identify the importance of
progressions and regressions
within a SGT session
State the importance of
screening members fully, before
participating in higher intensity
sessions

ICG pride themselves on creating and delivering
the same quality of training courses and quality
programmes that have been developed to make a
real impact. The ICG training programmes have been
developed to support personal trainers and group
fitness instructors to do the job they love.

ICG® CERTIFICATION

COURSE DURATION
8 HOURS FACE TO FACE, 10 HOURS ONLINE

COURSE OVERVIEW
Good training regimes need a solid foundation, this internationally
recognised certification will teach you how to plan, prepare,
execute and deliver a group indoor cycling course.

COURSE OUTCOMES
Using a mix of online lear ning and a live assessment
day, ICG Certification will deliver:
• The application of cycling physiology and
kinesiology
• The core and advanced riding positions and
techniques, and their application in a multi-level
class meeting the individuals physical and sporting
needs
• Using music and profiles to elicit emotional
responses that motivate, inspire and direct the
individuals’ form and technique
• Monitoring methods to maximise participant
education and achievement
• Understanding of different dynamics,
communication and teaching methods
needed in high adherence group exercise
• Overcoming the issues linked with
introducing and teaching advanced
aerobic training
• Advanced class profiles to accommodate
everyone’s goals and abilities
• Application of indoor cycling
coaching for road, triathlon and
mountain biking
• Advanced knowledge and
application of physiology related to
aerobic and anaerobic training

COACH BY COLOR®

COURSE DURATION
8 HOURS FACE TO FACE, 6 HOURS ONLINE

COURSE OVERVIEW
Exclusively for our ICG indoor cycles that utilise
Coach By Color®, this programme will quickly deepen your
understanding and connection to power-based training
through colour. Starting with the ICG Wattrate Power online
course, this programme breaks down the science behind
‘power’ and gives you the practical understanding on how
to deliver power-based training on any bike equipped with a
power meter (display of watts).

COURSE OUTCOMES
Using a mix of online lear ning and a live training
day, this programme will teach:
• What is power and why do we need it?
• The relationship between power, heart rate and
RPE
• Power testing - the starting point for
programming
• Why using colour to build a training session
works for the student and you as the coach
• How to simplify and maximise your power
training sessions
• Why using colour engages the student
and instantly rewards their effort
• How to establish your Functional
Threshold Power (FTP) anchor point
• How to develop the key Coach by
Color coaching skill set required for an
individual and group session
• How colour can enhance the
competitive aspect of team
coaching
• How colour can deliver instant
feedback on team and individual
performance
• How colour sessions improve
student experience and build
team spirit
• How to deliver a HIIT drill
using the Coach by Color
FTP format

MYRIDE® + LIVE COACHING

COURSE DURATION
8 HOURS FACE TO FACE, 4 HOURS ONLINE

COURSE OVERVIEW
This programme will accredit instructors in how to teach
with forward-motion video, using ICG’s Myride+ system.

COURSE OUTCOMES
In this programme you will:
• Understand how ICG views the evolution of Indoor
Cycling
• Learn how to bring the road and trail to your teaching
• Understand the key principles of teaching with video
• Learn how combining music and video improves
exercise performance
• Find the balance of combining video interaction
with your great coaching skills
• Master ICG’s ‘SIT’ principle: Simulation, Interaction
and Telepresence
• Learn what immersion is and how to create it
• Discover how to make the students feel present
in the video to maximise their enjoyment and
fitness outcome
• Receive our top ten representative profiles

ICG® CONNECT

COURSE DURATION
4 HOURS

COURSE OVERVIEW
ICG Connect is a digital platform created to deliver datavisualisation and gaming to unite riders by tracking group
performance, providing team competition and rewarding group
leaders, whilst celebrating individual achievement.

COURSE OUTCOMES
This programme will give guidance on:
• How to use the Power, Heart Rate and QuickStart
training modes to deliver inspired connected
classes
• How to use the immersive qualities of this
interconnected experience to drive greater
training engagement
• How to use the performance metrics, user
interface and animations to make coaching and
following instruction flawless
• Engaging all types of cycling fanatic using the
variety of programmes, modes and features of
ICG Connect

ICG COMBINED TRAINING

2 DAY COMBINED TRAINING
2 full days of ICG education to be taken within 6 months
of purchase. Coach by Color will teach how to integrate
power training using colour. Myride+ will educate on how
to create inspiring classes using forward-motion video.

3 DAY COMBINED TRAINING
3 full days of ICG education to be taken within 6 months of
purchase. ICG Certification will ensure that your instructors
achieve their Indoor Group Cycling accreditation. Coach by
Color will teach how to integrate power training using colour.
Myride+ will educate on how to create inspiring classes using
forward-motion video.

ICG MASTERCLASS
A ICG Masterclass day is hosted by 2 Team ICG
Master Trainers and consists of 5 x 40-45 minute
classes. The aim of the day is to inspire both coaches
and club members in the possibilities afforded
through the ICG product ecosystem and available
programmes. The Master Trainers will aim to deliver
classes covering all available programmes at site.
The day agenda will be flexible and finalised in
conjunction with site management to ensure we
are fulfilling their needs in terms of timeframes
and programmes.

Life Fitness (UK) Ltd
Queen Adelaide
Ely, Cambs
CB7 4UB
01353 666017
life@lifefitness.com
www.lifefitness.co.uk/LFA

